CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

4.1 Conclusion

Based on the analysis of the journey to reveal the truth of Divergent characterization, Roth clearly shows the development of the story through a plot that was formed. All of the action from the journey of main character, Tris is aimed to give explanation about the truth of Divergent characterization in the story. In the beginning story tells about social life of Chicago that the citizens are separated and placed in one of the dominant factions that their own have appropriate with their personality. The faction divided into five, namely abnegation, amity, Dauntless, Candor, and Erudite. Among many natures humans, it turns out there is a different nature, namely Divergent. Different nature means that Divergent has all the basic properties of various factions. But Chicago’s citizens consider that Divergent is very dangerous because cannot be controlled of simulation mind, so must be destroyed. The people who has Divergent personality will be killed by leader of factions, Erudite and Dauntless.

The simulation of mind is given to the one of the brave faction, Dauntless with the aim that they will follow any orders given by ruler to fight against faction’s weak, Abnegation. In this case, a main character, Tris who has Divergent character also comes from Abnegation blood and Dauntless faction wants to change the rules which has been set. She reveals that Divergent is special character because it cannot be controlled by simulation of mind and the key to
unlock the isolation that has been formed also to unite all citizens Chicago separated within certain factions, so Chicago city become peace and no war between people because of the nature of Divergent is flexible not only the dominant trait but also has all the properties that is honest, brave, smart, selfless, and loved the peace, Divergent can put its characters according to circumstances.

4.2 Suggestion

The writer hopes that this paper can help the readers who want to know about the journey of main character, Tris to reveal the truth of Divergent characterization in *Insurgent* novel. The writer hopes that the readers know and understand the story of this novel. The writer would like to give suggestion that readers realize the importance of reading the novel as the source of information, knowledge and messages.

This paper also can be as guide the readers to the readers to analyze the literary works especially novel. The writer hopes that the readers can analyze *Insurgent* novel from other elements of literary works and another viewpoint.

The last but not least, nobody is perfect. It is also applicable to this paper. The writer realizes that this paper is still far from being perfect, therefore the writer really welcome any constructive critics and suggestion toward this paper. The writer hopes that this paper will be worthwhile for the readers.